There are no tools to guide the entire AI journey from idea to deployment.

We want to change that!
ai\-base

database
Problem: Bringing ML to the right level of abstraction
Day 0: AI Planning

Do I have the right data to solve my problem?

What do I need to do to clean my data?

Can machine learning even solve my problem?

Do I have the right data to solve my problem?

Solution: Full AI Journey in the modern AI/ML enterprise

ML not feasible

Day Zero questions:

Enterprise
data lake

Production
environment
Solution: the full AI journey in the modern AI/ML enterprise

Day One questions:

How can I get my first machine learning model as fast as possible?
Solution: the full AI Journey in the modern AI/ML enterprise

Day 0: AI Planning

Day 1: AI Production

Day 2: AI DevOps

Day Two questions:

- How can I keep improving my model?
- Can new research improve my system?
- What should I do to maintain my model over time?
- How can I guarantee quality in production?
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cy6xElcukRgs

Give it a try: our Day 1/AutoML platform

Create a workflow